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State-resolved differential and integral cross sections for the reaction
H¿D2\HD„v 8Ä3,j 8Ä0 – 7…¿D at 1.64 eV collision energy

Brian D. Bean,a) James D. Ayers, Félix Fernández-Alonso,b) and Richard N. Zare
Department of Chemistry, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305-5080

~Received 30 October 2001; accepted 29 January 2002!

A 212.8 nm laser initiates the reaction H1D2→HD1D in a mixture of HBr and D2. A second laser
state-selectively ionizes the HD(v853,j 8) reaction product, allowing a determination of the speed
distribution and the relative cross section in a velocity-sensitive time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
From these measurements we construct differential and integral cross sections for H1D2

→HD(v853,j 850 – 7)1D at 1.6460.05 eV collision energy. Although the integral cross sections
do not show any unusual features, the differential cross sections reveal forward-scattered features
that have not been observed in crossed-beam experiments. An analysis of the scattering features in
HD(v853,j 851 – 4) suggests that these states are dominated by classical hard-sphere scattering.
This hard-sphere~direct recoil! mechanism, however, cannot account for the dominant forward
scattering observed in HD(v853,j 850). © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The hydrogen exchange reaction, H1H2→H21H, has
been the subject of theoretical scrutiny for over 70 yea
Consisting of only three nuclei and three electrons, the s
plicity of the system has lent itself to innumerable calcu
tions and the production of extremely accurate potential
ergy surfaces~PES!. The most recent PES, the ‘‘Exac
Quantum Monte Carlo’’ surface of Wu, Kuppermann, a
Anderson1 contains 71 969 points with an accuracy of 0.0
kcal/mol. Such resolution was unthinkable when Eyring a
Polanyi published the first H3 PES~Ref. 2! in 1931. With this
and other high accuracy surfaces@LSTH ~Refs. 3,4!, DMBE
~Ref. 5!, BKMP2 ~Refs. 6,7!# it has been possible to calcu
late the properties of the hydrogen-atom hydrogen-molec
exchange reaction with unparalleled precision. By foreca
ing properties that can be experimentally measured~kinetic
rates, product branching ratios, angular scattering distr
tions, stereodynamics! it is possible to probe the nuances
the interaction between three hydrogen atoms. When disc
ancies arise between theory and experiment, insight is ga
regarding the accuracy of the surfaces, the validity of cal
lational methods, and the precision of the experiments.
for this reason that experimental measurements of the hy
gen exchange reaction are crucial to the understanding of
‘‘simplest’’ of all neutral chemical reactions.

The hydrogen exchange reaction does not lend itsel
straightforward experimental study. Obstacles include
difficulty of producing well-defined H atoms in the ga
phase, a small total cross section for the reaction~;1 Å2!,
and the wide distribution of rovibrational product stat
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populated by reaction. The difficulty of physically characte
izing this reaction has resulted in a body of experimen
work that is dwarfed by theoretical studies. However, co
tinued theoretical and experimental refinements have p
duced a near-exact match between scattering results
quantum mechanical~QM! calculations and high-resolutio
crossed-beam8,9 and photoinitiated beam experiments.10

Despite this success, questions persist regarding the
gree to which quantum mechanical phenomena, such as
namical resonances11–20and the geometric phase,21–27play a
role in this reaction. These questions have been the imp
for continuing refinements in our ability to study the
1D2→HD(v8, j 8)1D reaction in the laboratory. We re
cently reported28–31 success in the use of photoinitiate
methods to simultaneously produce hot H atoms in the p
ence of deuterium and to detect the HD product scatterin
a state-specific manner. While the reported angular resolu
is less than that of high-resolution beam experiments,
technique allows us to measure the entire range of scatte
angles~cosu521 to 1!, and produce center-of-mass diffe
ential cross sections~DCS!. In particular, this full-angle ca-
pability allows us to probe the forward-scattered region,
area that is rich with dynamical information.

Our previous measurements of H1D2→HD(v8, j 8)1D
probed the HD(v851,2,j 8) products at collision energie
dictated by the spectroscopy of the HD 211 resonance en
hanced multiphoton ionization~REMPI! transitions used for
detection (Ecoll51.53– 1.71 eV). From these DCSs a cle
trend emerged; the most probable angle of reactive scatte
(cosump) steadily increases as a function of product ro
tional state. That is,j 850, 1 products are primarily backsca
tered whereas higherj 8 states favor side scattering. Furthe
more, a linear relationship was shown to exist betwe
cosump and j 82. This correlation between rotational produ
state and scattering angle is consistent with a simple, cla
cal model based on specular scattering32 and the line-of-
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6635J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 15, 15 April 2002 The reaction H1D2→HD1D
centers model33 and gives predictive power regarding th
integral cross sections~ICS! of the products.31

As an extension of this work, we have made furth
improvements to our experimental apparatus, including
incorporation of an independent source for photolysis la
radiation. With this change we can maintain the same co
sion energy while state-selectively probing differe
HD(v8, j 8) products. We present here a complete set of D
and ICS measurements for H1D2→HD(v853, j 850 – 7)
1D at 1.6460.05 eV, a collision energy in the middle of ou
previous measurements. A portion of these measurem
HD(v853, j 851 – 4) agree with our simple model, sugge
ing a mechanism rooted in classical mechanics. The iden
cation of significant forward-scattered products for t
HD(v853, j 850,1) states, however, marks a departure fr
this simple model.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup used for these ICS and D
measurements is identical to that used for similar meas
ment of H1D2→HD(v851,2, j 8)1D near 1.6 eV,28–31 ex-
cept for the addition of an independent 212.8 nm photoly
source.

We perform ‘‘freeze–pump–thaw’’ purification o
99.8% hydrogen bromide~HBr! to remove contaminant hy
drogen and then dilute with deuterium in a Teflon-lined sta
less steel cylinder~1:9 mixture; HBr:D2!. A metering valve is
used to maintain a constant pressure~300 Torr! of this reac-
tion mixture behind a pulsed nozzle with a 0.5 mm orific
The nozzle injects the reaction mixture into the extract
region of a Wiley–McLaren34 time-of-flight ~TOF! mass
spectrometer that is operated under space-focusing co
tions. The extraction field is 43 V/cm for the DCS measu
ments and 130 V/cm for the ICS measurements. The
pulse is nominally 500ms wide and results in a consta
background pressure of 1026 Torr in the chamber, as mea
sured by a nude ion gauge. We have verified that these
expansion conditions do not produce HBr clusters.28 The lo-
cation of the nozzle, approximately 2 cm above the reac
region, ensures single-collision conditions during the re
tion. In previous work19,28 we showed that these condition
result in a rotational temperature of 300 K, a translatio
temperature of 50 K, and an overall collision energy spre
of 60.05 eV.

After the precursors have entered the chamber, a line
polarized, 6 ns pulse of 212.8 nm light~fifth harmonic of an
Nd:YAG laser! intersects the sample, photolyzing the HBr
initiate the reaction H1D2→HD1D. This photolysis wave-
length produces two sets of H atoms, with kinetic energie
2.05 eV and 1.60 eV, corresponding to the production
ground-state (2P3/2) and spin-excited-state (2P1/2) bromine.
Conservation of energy limits the H-atoms from the exci
channel to the production of HD(v852, j 858) and lower
rovibrational states. Because we only measure the HDv8
53, j 8) products in this study, we can ignore the photoly
channel that produces (2P1/2) bromine. The H-atoms from
the (2P3/2) bromine channel have an anisotropy ofb521 as
a result of the perpendicular character (DV561) of this
transition.28,35
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After approximately 15 ns of reaction time, a counte
propagating laser pulse enters the chamber and select
ionizes the HD(v853, j 8) state of interest. We use a 211
REMPI process via the HDEF 1Sg

1 –X 1Sg
1 transition that

requires tunable laser light from 224 to 227 nm. This wav
length range is obtained by mixing doubled light from a d
laser with residual 1064 nm light from the Nd:YAG pum
laser. The resulting ‘‘probe’’ pulse has a temporal width o
ns, and a set of thin-film polarizers attenuates it to;300 mJ
before it enters the chamber. Upon ionization, the HD1 from
the rovibrational state of interest is accelerated through
TOF assembly to strike a microchannel plate detector, cr
ing a signal that is collected with a digital oscilloscope.

The linewidth of the resulting probe beam~0.4 cm21! is
narrower than the Doppler width of the HD products arisi
from their speed in the laboratory~up to 6.7 km/s!. When
measuring a distribution of HD(v853, j 8) product states~in-
tegral cross section! we scan the probe wavelength throug
the REMPI transition to ensure that we sample the full ran
of product speeds along the laser axis.31 The area of these
signal vs wavelength plots are a direct measurement of
relative populations of the HD(v853, j 8) products for this
reaction as the REMPI line strengths have been shown to
nearly identical.36,37

When making DCS measurements, we reduce the v
age in the TOF to allow the HD products to spread out s
tially, ultimately improving our angular resolution. As the io
packet spreads out, however, our signal shrinks in comp
son to the noise. To counter this effect we employ an io
counting scheme whereby only ions striking the detec
within a predetermined time frame, and with a magnitu
corresponding to a single ion, are counted as signal. Ad
tionally, the ion packet is ‘‘core-extracted’’28,38 before it
strikes the detector to simplify the conversion from the TO
profile ~see Fig. 2! to the DCS~see Fig. 3!. The marked
reduction in signal from our core-extraction technique nec
sitates>20 000 laser shots to produce the profiles shown
Fig. 2. Because the wavelengths necessary to cause
photon excitation of the HDEF 1Sg

1 –X 1Sg
1 ~0, 3! band

result in a center-of-mass collision energy of 1.39 eV or le
there was no measurable ‘‘prompt’’~i.e., probe-induced! sig-
nal. Thus, it was unnecessary to perform a shot-to-shot s
traction as had been done previously.39

FIG. 1. Measured distribution of HD(v853,j 8) product states~ICS! and
comparison to QCT calculations for the H1D2→HD1D reaction at 1.64
eV. Filled circles are experimental points and the solid line represents
oretical calculations; error bars give 90% confidence intervals on exp
mental points. The area under the experimental curve has been norma
to the area under the QCT curve.~Ordinate axis corresponds to QCT calcu
lations.!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The speed of HD(v853, j 8) products in the laboratory
~Table I! makes the focus and alignment of the lasers critic
The photolysis laser is intentionally focused 3 cm before
pulsed-jet expansion to produce a reaction volume wit
cross section of;1 mm2. The focus of the probe laser is the
positioned within this reaction volume. If the probe beam
not centered, the distribution of HD speeds measured
not be representative of the reaction. Fortunately, if the i
ization pulse is sampling the edges of the photolysis volu
the resulting TOF profile is noticeably asymmetric. Wi
small adjustments of the photolysis alignment to produ
symmetric TOF profiles we avoid missing the fastest mov
products.

The measured TOF profiles are converted into DCSs
ing a law-of-cosines analysis, the so-called photo
technique.40 The TOF signal is fit by use of a singular-valu
decomposition~SVD! algorithm and then refit with a simu
lated annealing/maximum entropy algorithm as a furt
consistency check.28 Both methods give very similar results

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 compares the measured distribution of HD(v8
53, j 8) states from the reaction H1D2→HD1D at 1.64 eV
collision energy to QCT calculations.19 The experimental
distribution has been normalized to the area of the QCT
culation for comparison. Each point represents at least th
measurements, and the error bars correspond to a 90%
fidence interval. The correspondence between experim
and QCT calculations is quite good, and the overall shap
the distribution resembles other ICS measurements for
reaction.8,9,31,41–43The ordinate axis, corresponding to th
QCT calculations, emphasizes the small cross section fo
action into thev853 vibrational manifold at 1.64 eV colli-
sion energy. For the reaction H1D2→HD(v853, j 850)
1D, for example, QCT calculations suggest a cross sec
for reaction on the order of 131023 Å 2.

Figure 2 presents the core-extracted TOF profiles for
eight energetically available HD(v853) rotational product
states. The solid line is the SVD fit to the experimen
points, shown as open circles. Each TOF profile repres
the distribution of HD1 ions striking the detector relative t
the arrival time of HD1 ions that have no speed in the lab

TABLE I. Lab-frame speed ranges of products from the reaction H1D2

→HD(v853,j 8)1D at 1.64 eV collision energy as dictated by conservat
of energy and linear momentum in the center-of-mass frame. A greater r
of speeds justifies more basis functions in our fitting algorithm, which tra
lates into more points in the differential cross section~see Fig. 3!.

Rotational
state (j 8)

Forward-
scattered limit

~m/s!

Backward-
scattered limit

~m/s!
Basis

functions

0 6617 1302 8
1 6517 1348 8
2 6476 1443 6
3 6327 1592 6
4 6116 1803 6
5 5822 2098 4
6 5399 2521 4
7 4645 3274 4
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ratory ~TOF shift50 ns!. Negative TOF shifts correspond t
HD products that were originally moving toward the detec
before ionization, and positive TOF shifts correspond to H
products originally moving away from the detector. The a
solute magnitude of the shift reveals the direction of scat
ing in the center-of-mass frame; large magnitudes in T
shifts correspond to forward-scattered products, and sm
magnitudes correspond to backward-scattered products.
cause of conservation of energy, the states presented sh
have no product ions that arrive at TOF shift50 ns. The
appearance of some product signal at TOF shift50 ns is the
result of the finite temporal width of the probe laser and
lack of perfect core extraction~e.g., our instrumenta
resolution!.28,38

Because of the kinematics of the experiment, thesizeof
an ion peak is not directly proportional to the magnitude
the scattering in the DCS. For the same amount of scatte
into some solid angle, forward-scattered signals are m
smaller than backward-scattered signals because incre
off-axis lab speeds result in the ions being blocked from
detector by the core-extraction mask. This bias is well illu
trated by the data for the HD(v853, j 850) product state,

ge
-

FIG. 2. Core-extracted time-of-flight profiles for H1D2→HD(v853,j 8)
1D at 1.64 eV collision energy. Open circles are experimental points
solid lines are SVD fits to the data. Each profile corresponds to 20 00
more laser shots. See text for an explanation of the TOF shift.
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where small peaks at large TOF shifts correspond to subs
tial scattering in the forward direction. Furthermore, the m
forward-scattered point in the DCS gives little insight as
the sharpness (D cosu) of scattering as the angular unce
tainty is approximately 30°. When comparing experimen
measurements to calculations, however, the decreased
lution of the forward-scattered products can be accomm
dated by forward-convolution of theoretical DCSs into TO
profiles.10

The dramatic change in DCS with rotational produ
state can be seen in the raw TOF data. The smaller peak
the wings of the TOF profiles forj 850, 1 can only be the
result of forward-scattered reactive product. Moving
higher rotational product states, the forward scattered pe
disappear, giving way to TOF profiles that are primar
backward- to side-scattered. The change in width of the p
files is the consequence of reduced product speeds as pr
kinetic energy is exchanged for internal rotational ener
Table I shows the change in the physically allowed range
lab speeds for a given product state. As the range of sp
shrinks, we must reduce the number of basis functions in
fitting routine to minimize covariance. The change in ba
functions results in a reduction in the number of points in
DCS for the higher rotational levels.

The product-state-resolved DCSs for the title react
are shown in Fig. 3. The filled circles are the results of
SVD fitting procedure, and the error bars are a convolut
of the random error introduced by the SVD fitting procedu
and the estimated systematic error from three or more m
surements for each rovibrational state. A spline fit has b
drawn to aid in visualization of scattering trends. The
markable forward scattering in thej 850, 1 rotational states
has been reported previously,19 and is theorized to be th
result of a scattering resonance in the vicinity of 1.64
collision energy. Disregarding the forward-scattered pea
we see the same trend in scattering previously reported
this reaction,8,9,29,30,41the peak of the DCS marches fro
backward- to side-scattered as a function of rotational pr

FIG. 3. Differential cross sections for H1D2→HD(v853, j 8)1D at 1.64
eV collision energy. Filled circles are SVD fits of data in Fig. 3, and so
lines are spline fits to aid in visualization of scattering. Error bars repre
a convolution of random error introduced by the SVD fitting procedure
the estimated experimental~systematic! error. The decreasing number o
points from j 850 to j 857 is explained by a decreasing dynamic range
product laboratory speeds.
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uct state. The dip in thej 857 DCS is not consistent with this
trend, but may be the result of some near-threshold effec
this state is barely accessible at 1.64 eV collision energy

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison to v 8Ä1, 2 measurements near 1.6 eV

In previous works28–30we presented DCS measuremen
for the reaction H1D2→HD1D for the HD(v851, j 8
51,5,8) and HD(v852, j 850,3,5) product states using
single laser that served both as photolysis and probe.
cause of the variation in photolysis energy necessitated
HD(v8, j 8) state-selection, the collision energy of the rea
tions varied from 1.53 eV~v852, j 855! to 1.71 eV ~v8
51, j 851!. In these reactions we reported a linear relatio
ship between the peak of the DCS (cosump) and the square
of the product state (j 82) for each vibrational manifold. Us-
ing a simple hard-sphere model, we showed that the
served behavior is consistent with specular scattering ob
ing the deflection function,

cosu52
b2

d221, ~1!

whereu is the center-of-mass scattering angle measured f
the H-atom direction,b is the impact parameter, andd is the
hard sphere radius. We also found that a direct correla
exists between final rotational state (j 8) and impact param-
eter ~b! via the initial orbital angular momentum (l
5mvb),44

j 85a l . ~2!

In a later work31 we showed that this hard-sphere model a
fits the DCSs for H1D2→HD(v850,1,2,j 8)1D at 1.28 eV
as reported by Welge and co-workers.8

In Fig. 4~a! we plot cosump versusj 82 for the reaction
H1D2→HD(v853, j 8)1D at 1.64 eV. It is noteworthy tha
the scattering of the HD(v853, j 8) states do not follow our
hard-sphere model at this energy. The forward-scattered
ture of the HD(v853, j 850) DCS is wholly incompatible
with specular scattering~see below!, while the DCSs of
HD(v853, j 855,6,7) are more backward-scattered than o
model predicts. Nevertheless, there is a trend in cosump from
backward-scattered for HD(v853, j 851) to side-scattered
for HD(v853, j 854) that allows for a straight line with
slopem50.0401, which is drawn in Fig. 4~a!. This line is
reproduced in Fig. 4~b! for comparison to the slopes fo
HD(v851, j 8) and HD(v852, j 8) at similar collision ener-
gies. As was also seen in the 1.28 eV collision energy dat
Welge and co-workers, the slopes increase as a functio
v8. This trend suggests a smaller effective hard-sphere ra
for higher vibrational product states, in agreement with
line-of-centers model.30,33

Additionally, the slope of the line in Fig. 4~a! can be
used to predict a maximum possible rotational product st
j max8 , using the angle-dependent barrier to reaction of
LSTH potential energy surface.3,4,45 Following the line-of-
centers argument presented previously,29,30 the rotational
product states of this reaction at 1.64 eV collision ener
should not exceedj max8 56. Furthermore, we may take thi

nt
d

f
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6638 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 15, 15 April 2002 Bean et al.
j max8 and produce a plot of product state population vs
duced rotational state (j red8 5 j 8/ j max8 ), as shown in Fig. 5.
This treatment produces an inverted parabolic distribut
similar to that in H1D2→HD(v850 – 2,j 8)1D at other

FIG. 4. Plots of cosump vs j 82. ~a! For thev853, j 8 data presented in this
work, the slope of the line betweenj 851 and j 854 is 0.040, resulting in a
predicted j max8 56 according to a simple hard-sphere specular scatte
model. ~b! The slopes for HD(v851, j 8) and HD(v852, j 8) at collision
energies near 1.6 eV are also shown for comparison. The slope for thv8
51 line is 0.013 resulting in a predictedj max8 512, whereas the slope for th
v852 line is 0.023 resulting in a predictedj max8 59 ~see Refs. 28 and 29!.

FIG. 5. Plot of rotational state population vs reduced rotational state,j red8
5 j 8/ j max8 . The solid line is the prediction of a simple hard-sphere, spec
scattering model in which a linear opacity function is assumed.
Downloaded 22 Apr 2004 to 171.64.124.7. Redistribution subject to AIP
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n

collision energies.31 The solid line shown in Fig. 5 represent
the functional form,

s~ j red8 !5c j red8 ~12 j red8 ! ~3!

that results from an opacity function that varies linearly w
12b/d.31 This behavior is a straightforward consequence
a preferentially collinear reaction; collisions with an impa
parameterb50 ~along the D2 bond axis! will be most likely
to lead to products whereas larger impact parameters wil
less likely to react, with no reaction forb>d.

It is not clear at this time whether the discrepancies
HD(v853, j 855 – 7) result from a lack of experimental an
gular resolution or the breakdown of our simple model. C
tainly the presence ofj 857 products, beyond the predicte
j max8 56 cutoff indicates that we have oversimplified the d
namics. Nevertheless, it is useful to compare this set of D
measurements with previously published results, which s
gest that the H1D2 reaction can be regarded as primar
governed by hard-sphere scattering.

B. Forward-scattered products

The most significant features of the DCSs in Fig. 3 a
the prominent forward scatter in the HD(v853, j 850) prod-
ucts and, to a lesser extent, the HD(v853, j 851) products.
Forward-scattered products in H1D2→HD1D ~and its iso-
topic variants! have been predicted by quantum mechani
calculations for over 10 years,9,25,46–48but previous measure
ments of this system with crossed-molecular be
experiments8,9,41,49–53could not observe the forward sca
tered region because of kinematic constraints. While ea
ion-imaging measurements54 showed backscattered D-ato
products~forward HD products! from this reaction in the
total ~summed over all states! DCS, the present work is, to
our knowledge, the first experimental observation of this f
ture on a state-selective basis.

The forward-scattered peak in the HD(v853, j 850)
products has been the subject of recent discussion. As
reported,19 QCT calculations on the BKMP2 PES produce
differential cross section for HD(v853, j 850) which has at
least twice as much backward-scattered products as forw
scattered products. This quasiclassical result is in obvi
disagreement with Fig. 3, where the forward-scattered p
for HD(v853, j 850) exceedsthe backward scattered pea
Supported by opacity function and time delay calculations19

we have suggested that the forward scattered products m
be the result of a scattering resonance. Calculations
Truhlar and co-workers,55 who used a locally vibrationally
adiabatic model, predict that a resonance does exist for
HD(v853, j 850) product state at 1.83 eV total energ
~center-of-mass collision energy51.64 eV!, but recent quan-
tum mechanical calculations by Kendrick20 call into question
this resonance interpretation. Whatever its exact nature
seems to us inescapable that this behavior is quantum
chanical in origin.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have used a photoinitiated reaction technique
make reactive scattering measurements on the H1D2
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6639J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 15, 15 April 2002 The reaction H1D2→HD1D
→HD(v853, j 850 – 7)1D reaction at 1.64 eV collision en
ergy. Despite the small cross section for reaction into th
states (;131023 Å 2), we have made DCS measuremen
that span the full angular range. Analysis of the angular s
tering, as well as the product state distributions, suggests
this reaction is primarily the result of~previously observed!
classical mechanisms. Although contributing much less
the overall reaction cross section, we find dramatic forw
scattering in the HD(v853, j 850) DCS. To a lesser exten
forward scattering is also present in the HD(v853, j 851)
DCS. In both cases the amount of forward scattering is la
than what would be expected from a quasiclassical treatm
of this reaction process. We have suggested that this beha
might be a signature of some scattering resonance, b
definitive interpretation must await more reliable fully qua
tum mechanical calculations.
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